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Follow your child's interests as you go through the

book (3). This may mean that you don't read, or

even look at, every page. If your child has the

motor ability, encourage your child to turn the

pages of the book. If she skips pages or turns

from a page that is later in the book to a page

that is earlier in the book, go with it and adapt. If

your child loses interest before the end of the

book, just move on to another book!

Let your child lead.

For Infants

The text of this book is only minimally important. 

Resist the urge to just read through from start to

finish in the way you read a book just for you. 

Research has found that when parents don't just

read the text of a book straight through from

beginning to end, it helps to encourage the

development of language for your child (4). For

this book, talk about the animals, the colors of

the animals, and the body parts of the animals.

Take time to wander.

Talk about it.

Talk about what is happening in the story (2), (3).

Describe the pictures and the action. Avoid the

temptation to ask your child questions and name

the items in the pictures. By talking about what is

happening, you can help support your child's

language development. In this book  you can talk

about the colors of the animals ("I see a purple

cat!") and describe the parts of the animals ("The

duck has two feet.").

Relate the story to your child's own experiences

(1), (3). When you connect something from the

story to things that are familiar to your child, you

can support your child's development of

vocabulary, understanding of the story, and pre-

literacy skills. For this book, connect animals in

the book for your child with pets familiar to your

child or other animals your child may have seen

at a farm or at the zoo.

Make a connection.

Be positive. Grow their words.

As you read and interact with your child while

reading, provide enthusiastic, positive feedback

(3). This helps your child connect reading with

feeling good, helping prepare her for a lifetime

of positive learning. Try to avoid reprimanding or

scolding your child while reading. In this book, if

your child points to the horse while you are

talking about the horse, say, "That's right! That's

the horse!" 

Expand on your child's actions or attempts to

communicate (3). When you expand on what your

child does or says, you go beyond naming items

or just commenting on actions. You provide more

information that is connected to what your child

just did or said. In this book, if your child points to

the picture of the goldfish, you can expand on

that action and say, "That's a goldfish. It swims in

the water."
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For Toddlers and Preschoolers

The text of this book is only minimally important. 

Resist the urge to just read through from start to

finish in the way you read a book just for you. 

Research has found that when parents don't just

read the text of a book straight through from

beginning to end, it helps to encourage the

development of language for your child (4). For

this book, talk about the animals, the colors of

the animals, and the body parts of the animals.

Take time to wander.

Talk about it.

Talk about what is happening in the story (2), (3).

Describe the pictures and the action. Avoid the

temptation to name items in the pictures and ask

your child questions. By talking about what is

happening, you can help support your child's

language development. In this book  you can talk

about the colors of the animals ("I see a purple

cat!") and describe the parts of the animals ("The

duck has two feet.").

Relate the story to your child's own experiences

(1), (3). When you connect something from the

story to things that are familiar to your child, you

can support your child's development of

vocabulary, understanding of the story, and pre-

literacy skills. For this book, connect animals in

the book for your child with pets familiar to your

child or other animals your child may have seen

at a farm or at the zoo.

Make a connection.

Be positive.

Grow their words.

As you read and interact with your child while

reading, provide enthusiastic, positive feedback

(3). This helps your child connect reading with

feeling good, helping prepare her for a lifetime

of positive learning. Try to avoid reprimanding or

scolding your child while reading. In this book, if

your child points to the horse while you are

talking about the horse, say, "That's right! That's

the horse!" 

Expand on your child's actions or attempts to

communicate (3). When you expand on what your

child does or says, you go beyond naming items

or just commenting on actions. You provide more

information that is connected to what your child

just did or said. In this book, if your child points to

the picture of the goldfish, you can expand on

that action and say, "That's a goldfish. It swims in

the water."

When you ask questions, make sure they are

open-ended questions, meaning they can NOT be

answered by saying, "Yes" or "No" or by pointing

(3), (4). For this book, you could ask, "Where do

you think the animals will sleep tonight?" or

"When was the last time you saw a yellow duck?"

Ask open questions. Ask thinking questions.

Ask questions about what an object is used for or

what category an object is in (4). Your questions

should cause your child to do a little thinking so

she can make connections. For this book, you

could ask, "Which animals can we find on a

farm?" or "What animals are zoo animals?" or

"What animals have feathers?"

Take a little time to discuss the meaning of the

story or what happened in the story after you are

done reading it (2). Revisiting the story helps

children remember what happened and make

connections to other stories and their own

experiences. For this book, you could ask your

child to tell you what animals were in this book.

You could also ask what animals you might see in

an upcoming trip or outing.

Recap and review.
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For All Ages
Play with fill-in-the-blank.

This book is very repetitive. Use this to your

advantage! Pause and let your child fill in some

of the words. This sounds like, "Yellow duck,

yellow duck, what do you …" then be quiet for a

minute to let your child fill in the missing word. If

you child is not yet talking, you can still do the

same thing and then fill in the word after pausing

for a few seconds. This helps your child learn to

anticipate what comes next.

Spend time on the review page.

The second to the last page has an overview of

all of the animals depicted in the book. Don't

actually read this page but use the opportunity to

allow your child tell you about all of the animals

you read about in the book. Children with lots of

language may be able to run through all of the

animals with ease and "read" the page to you. If

your child is not yet talking, take turns pointing to

and talking about favorite animals.
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